INSTRUCTIONS FOR IDENTIFYING ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBERS
Office of Ventura County Assessor’s, Ventura, California

EXAMPLE: 086-0-083-015
086=Assessor’s Map Book
-0=Expansion Digit
-08=Page Number of Book 086
 3=Block Number of Page 08. If a zero (080) appears here it indicates that the page has no individual blocks.
-01=Parcel of Block 083
 5=Suffix Number indicates interest.....(See definitions below)

DEFINITION - SUFFIX NUMBERS
0 = Surface & Mineral Interest
1 = Multiple Interest
2 = Mineral Interest Only
3 = Surface Interest Only
4 = Surface Interest Except All or Part Mineral Interest
5 = Multiple Interest Except All or Part Mineral Interest
6 = Multiple Interest
7 = Other